The primary mission of the Jude 3 Project is to help the Christian community know what they believe and why they believe it. Distinctive in its strong emphasis in equipping those of African descent in the United States and abroad.

The vision of the Ministry encompasses apologetics that address current issues and the intellectual struggles of Christians of African descent in the United States and abroad. We are committed to equipping the local Church that the mandate of Jude 1:3 might be fulfilled - contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to God’s holy people. The Ministry’s objectives are accomplished through: Lectures, Seminars, Training in Apologetics, Podcasts & Blogs.
WHAT WE'RE KNOWN FOR

JUDE 3 PODCAST
A media platform and resource to equip Black Christians and engage the culture in apologetics to know what they believe and why.

COURAGEOUS CONVERSATIONS
Jude 3 Project's annual gathering that pairs black voices trained in conservative and progressive spaces to discuss topics that are relevant for the church and culture.

HISTORICAL BLACK COLLEGES & UNIVERSITY (HBCU) TOUR
A nationwide tour that takes an honest look at history and creates healthy and honest dialogue on HBCU campuses about African roots of Christianity, American Salvery, and Christianity, and the concept of White Jesus.
NEW BOOK RELEASE

Through Eyes of Color is a contextualized guide to help you know what you believe and why. It was curated from the Jude 3 Project podcast to give you a guide to answer the apologetic questions that are common in the black community. This six-week journey can be done with a group or alone.

Available at www.througheyesofcolor.com.
Lisa Fields, one of the world’s most sought-after female apologist, combines her passion for biblical literacy with her heart for sharing God’s love to all those she meets.

Lisa speaks regularly at evangelism, apologetic, and biblical literacy events at various universities and churches across the country. She has been described as a dynamic, relatable teacher - she is able to break down hard-to-understand theological concepts in a way that teaches and equips her audience to defend their faith in their everyday lives. Lisa has received several honors, including been recognized in Christianity Today for her work as an apologist in the African American community.

As Founder and President, Lisa’s primary mission for the Jude 3 Project is to help the Black Christian community know what they believe and why they believe. In August 2018, the Jude 3 Project hosted its first annual Courageous Conversations in Chicago, Illinois. This first-of-its-kind, national event brought together 24 prominent black scholars and pastors from different theological backgrounds to discuss justice, authority of the scripture, sexuality, and gospel preaching. This historic event was held at Progressive Baptist Church and was aired on the Impact Network.

She is a graduate of the University of North Florida with a Bachelor of Science in Communications and Religious Studies, and Liberty University with a Master of Divinity with a focus in Theology. During her last year of seminary, her passion to teach others how to defend their faith was clear. It was then that the Jude 3 Project was birthed.